
 

 

 

“Doers of the Word” 
Pentecost 15 – Sept 2, 2018 – Mark 7:1-8, 14-15, 21-23/Year B 

 
 Labor Day Weekend. The day we used to celebrate Summer’s end, and a new first-day-
of-school outfit and brand new school supplies. We returned to school to “get back to basics,” a 
reminder of everything we had forgotten over a long and carefree summer.  For church, it is much 
the same.  We are returning after travels and getting back to the basics, which for us is our 
tradition and our faith as learned from The Holy Bible. 
 The Bible is the #1 selling book in history, and apparently there is, on average, more Bible 
in American homes than any other single title.  Bibles are age-appropriate, in fact we give 3 Bible 
versions within our 7-step Faith Stepping Stones program: one at Sunday School, one for First 
Bible class in 3rd grade and finally, a Lutheran Study Bible at Confirmation. We learn as we grow, 
and we continue to question it here with our weekly, Wednesdays @ 1:00 p.m. Bible conversations 
in the Advent library (you should come!) And…we argue about it across and within all of our 
American Christian denominations.  
 But, is our symbolic dedication to the Bible greater than actually living it? Do we know its 
major themes and do we put it into practice in our lives? Or, is it like declaring yourself an 
American citizen, and then not voting because you don’t like any of the candidates? Let me 
paraphrase from our second lesson from the book of James.  If you want to honor the word of God, 
do what it says. 
 And there’s the rub. What DOES it say? Pick almost any topic of importance and folks will  
choose up sides and argue their position based on Scripture, and, not just any scripture…often, the 
SAME scripture, to defend either side! So, first, you have to have read it.  Then, you have to know 
that it is all about context. Finally, you have to learn about interpretation, and hopefully do that 
interpretation within a community of faithful believers.  Interpreting scripture, and learning to 
live it.  That is exactly what’s going on between Jesus and the Pharisees in today’s story. 
 Today we return to Mark’s Gospel, after a little vacation in John.  And as we return, we 
realize that these two stories require different lenses for interpretation.  For, in John, Jesus is the 
Savior of the World from beginning to end. He has come from God, and knows who he is. He rarely 
reacts from his human side; he is in control. 
 Not so much in Mark, where compassion and radical love set Jesus’s agenda. Meantime, the 
scribes have called him the Devil; temple leaders keep turning up to see what he’s doing and gauge 
the crowd size, and even the Pharisees (the clergy of the day) strongly oppose his theology, even 
though they are reading the very same Holy Scriptures. But let’s refresh our knowledge of who 
these leaders of the faith were, in ancient times:  Pharisees were interpreters of the Law (that gift 
of God, given on Mt. Sinai - The 10 Commandments written on stone tablets.)  AND, the Pharisees 
believed that Moses had also received the Oral Law, which, after generations of interpretation, 
became what is mentioned as the tradition of the elders.  
 Pharisees spent their lives interpreting, teaching, keeping the Law and the traditions. They 
believed, that if others practiced their faith traditions just as they did, The People of Israel’s faith 
would remain strong and alive. So, while the issue at hand seems to be about cleanliness (wash 
your hands!) it really is much more about how you should practice (and live out) your faith. 
For the Pharisees, disregarding the traditions was to begin to dismantle the faith, and the result 
would be that they would lose their identity as God’s chosen people.  You can imagine that this 
was an issue for them. The law and its practice and traditions was definitely worth protecting. 



 

 

 

 But there was a problem: most common people could not afford to keep Law in its 
fullness, nor the purity codes as they had been expanded through the oral laws that had been 
added as traditions. It’s as if the Pharisees were saying to all Jews, We’ve always done it like this. 
(which reminds me of the 7 last words of the church, We’ve never done it like that before.  
 But now, this Rabbi Jesus was taking liberties with the traditions of cleanliness!  I don’t 
remember hearing him calling for buckets of water as he fed 5,000 on miraculous bread and fish. 
I don’t believe he washed at Levi’s house, or passed a basin around before he shared bread and 
wine at the Last Supper… 
 But imagine if you were following Jesus, and began hearing that you too, can find favor with 
God without practicing the Law! Even if you aren’t Jewish!  Even if you can’t afford sacrifice! All 
that seemed necessary was to just follow Jesus, the who opens the doors instead of keeping them 
locked. Now, how one eats and what one eats no longer have the power to deny a person’s 
relationship with God, a God who just loves you! 
 As always, Jesus sides with the people who were left out, excluded. But the Pharisees just 
couldn’t see the vision, the new picture Jesus was painting, the new thing Jesus was doing. Perhaps 
they were convinced that their relationship with God was already secured by observing Torah. 
Perhaps they felt that they were “living proof” of Israel’s identity: the People of the Book. 
 But Jesus is after our heart, even knowing that our hearts are rarely clean. 
At the ELCA Churchwide Assembly in 2009, our church took a courageous step to allow GLBTQ 
persons who were already serving as pastors, to live in life-long, monogamous and committed 
relationships. As you can imagine, that issue was argued using scripture, and the process was 
contentious. Following the “yes” vote, I heard possibly the best sermon I have ever heard. (And 
bears repeating here, once again.) The Rocky Mountain Synod Bishop, Alan Bjornberg’s sermon 
began with his boyhood struggles with grammar and punctuation. But  later, as an English major, 
he had a teacher who opened up to him the love from grammar, punctuation, and especially the 
Love of The Question: “Is it grace, comma, or is it grace, period?” 
 For the Pharisees, it was definitely Grace, comma. In other words, God loves you, if you 
do/when you offer/after you’ve confessed/until you sin again. 
 But Jesus stated it clearly: Grace. Period. God loves you, no matter what. But culture and 
even we Lutherans are still infected with commas, trying so hard to be good judges of others on 
behalf of God, and forgetting that our hearts aren’t as clean as we’d like to believe. Even our best 
intentions to live a Christian life rarely cause folks to point to our lives and identify that life as 
illustrative of our faith in God. (Few of us will live with the integrity of Senator John McCain.) 
 Consider Albert Schweitzer, a genius of 20th c. He was an outstanding organist, a physician, 
and a Bible scholar. He spent much time making brilliant arguments about the life and meaning of 
Jesus, and wrote prolifically about Jesus’ teachings. Then one day, unexpectedly, he walked away 
from his life of privilege in Germany to become a medical missionary in the jungles of the Belgian 
Congo. When asked by an interviewer from the BBC to explain his choice, he simply stated, “I have 
decided to make my life my argument.” 
 Even though we try and fail to be doers of the word and not just hearers, the cares and 
troubles of this world, as well as our pride-filled hearts are sure to get in the way.  And that’s 
where our Grace, Comma fails - but God’s Grace. Period succeeds. Thanks be to God. For that is 
Good News.  Amen. 
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Resources:  Noel Schoonmaker for Day1; Mark in Fortress Commentary on Bible; Karolyn Lewis and Elisabeth Johnson for Working Preacher.com. 


